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ABSTRACT

By using a. steepest descent algorithm we calculate the attraction
basin of locally stable states of the Eherrington-Kirkpatriek model of
spin glasses. Looking for correlations among these states we show the
existence of clusters of spins and construct a cluster Hamiltonian.
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1 . IHTOODUCTIOH

A considerable understanding of the Sherringten-KlrkpatrieS O.9T5.SK)
model has by now been ashieved and i t s interesting low tejnpernture properties
axe believed to be aue to the existence ®f many locally stable states and to
the long relax&tien times needed to pass through the large barriers between
them.

The model ia defined by the long range interaction

4 cr. ir.
fi)

where the spina are Ising variables: a • ±1 and the couplings J.. are

determined according to some probability distribution. Here we shall consider

the +J model vhere the two possible values are given equal probabilitiesj

we shall also take J » 1.

Originally proposed as a solvable model, with a low temperature

phase characterized by a nonzero value of a single order parameter, it aoon

tjecame clear that this solution was unstable (de Almeida and Thouless 1978)

and much more effort was required until a good understanding of the model was

obtained.

Two main approaches were followed. In one of them>Thouless et al.

(19TT, TAP) have Strired mean field equations which become exact in the limit

of an ir:finite number of spins. At zero temperature these equations simply

read

(2)

a.'id In fact have a large number of solutions, growing exponentially with the

size of the system (Bray and Moore 1980, de Dominicls et al. 1980 and Tanaka

and Edwards, 1980) .Another important quantity, the distribution of solutions

in free energy J/*(E]I, was also obtained CBray and Moore, 1980].

This large amount of solutions Is stable only under single spin-flips

and in order not to bs destroyed by thermal fluctuations there should exist

large barriers between them. A numerical study of these barriers was done
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sy Mackensle and Young (1932) j-ha 'Avjrir'! '.hat the r::,xi;:-..i!r; rt 'ISJCI.. ..on
lAexponentially with H , vhe 'v? number of sjjJrî

A diffejKiit approach Eased on the introduction of replicas t© perform

the quenches ' ; rages led to the necessity of Breaking the replies, symmetry,

as a conseqi- e the order parameter turns out to he a function q(x) (where

o ; x < 1) fParis! 19T9;l98o a,b,c). The solution found in this way is stable,

A. physical Interpretation of this order parameter which connects this approach

with the many valley picture we described before vas recently established

(Pc;rlsi 1983); according to this the inverse function x(q) is simply related

to the probability that two arbitrary pure states have an overlap

q : P(q) = dx/dq.

Further studies have revealed other Important properties of the SK

model and of its locally stable states (Mezard et al. 1981ta,tO. First the

order parameter P(q.) Is not reproducible, i.e. It fluctuates from sample

to sample, and secondly the space of pure states exhibits an ultrametric

topology,i.e. the distances between any three of them (conveniently defined

in terms of overlaps) are such that two of them are equal and larger (or equal)

than the third. The last property Implies the existence of a hierarchical

organization of the states such that they can be put in correspondence with

a tree, the leaves representing the states and the branches clusters of these.

These results first derived using the replica approach were also obtained by

means of zero temperature TAP equation solutions (Parga, Paris! and Virasoro

193*4). The fluctuations of the order parameter were indeed observed and

evidence of the ultrametric structure was sJ.so found.

Our purpose In this work is to perform studies of tb.-? space of locally

stable states independently of the IJoltzaan weight they might nave. We

shall be most interested in looking at the properties of those states which

are easily obtainable by simple algorithms. This will lead us to the

evaluation of the attraction basin of the SK model, i.e. the region of phase

space attracted by a given state or states with energy in a given range. It

is clear that the notion of attraction basin depends an the algorithm used to

reach the state; the procedure we used consists in starting from an arbitrary

spin configuration to apply a steepest descent algorithm until that the

system falls into a locally stable state. This, apart from giving us

Information about the phase space of the SK model,will also give us a measure

of the difficulties found to reach the lowest energy 3tates.

After thia,ve shall proceed to analyse the properties of the states

we found. This we shall do by choosing sets of states in different ways; an

Important choice is the set of I consecutive states taken as they appeared

In the evaluation of the attraction basin. This has the clear advantage that

it Is easy to obtain, but other possibilities which are vorth to consider are

the set of it consecutive states In energy or to pick them up at random.

Once a set of locally stable states has been defined we shall look

for correlations among them. In particular we want to see under which

circumstances the IJ spins can be divided Into clusters such that within

each of them all the states in the set are equal up to a global cluster sign.

The existence of such a structure would allow us to define a cluster

Hamiltonlan which could reproduce or even improve the properties of the

original set of states. For instance if the states were chosen among those

with the lowest energies, the locally stable cluster states (which if I is

not too big are much less than the number of states of the original Hamiltonian)

will also be characterized by energies at least as low as those of the spin

states.

These studies, which can be useful to obtain a better understanding

of the SK model, may also be of interest for other related systems such as

optimization problems. We can mention for instance the travelling salesman

problem which consists In finding the shortest tour connecting N cities

distributed at random; KIrkpatrick and Toulouse (1985) have also proposed a

random distance travelling salesman problem. By analogy with SK model they

defined locally stable tours as those which are optimal (i.e. of minimum

length) under the proper substitution of any two bonds by another two.

The cluster property we mentioned before seems to hold for this system,

implying perhaps a deeper connection between travelling salesman problems and

the SK model.

In section 2 we present our attraction basin calculation

for different system sizes. The curves we obtained are characterized by a

peak which "becomes narrower as If increases, showing that even if the

number of states increases exponentially only those in a small energy window

are easily accessible. The position of the peak shifts towards lover energies

but does it slower as the number of spins Is increased.

In the next section we analyse the cluster structure of different

sets of SK states. For comparison purposes we also perform the same studies
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for !• arbitrary states chosen from the 2 possible spin configurations. As

we shall see there Is a. elear division of spins into clusters.

In section h we write down a cluster Hnra: : tonian and find its locally

stable states by complete ennuneration in cases where the number of clusters

is small.

2. THE ATTRACTION BASIS

In this section ve shov our results for the attraction basin of SK

locally stable state To evaluate it, we employed a steepest descent algorithm

taking random starts and observing the energy of the local minimum obtained:

in one sweep all spins are sequentially examined and they are flipped only if

the energy decreases; if in a sweep no spins are flipped the algorithm

terminates. The attraction basin is then calculated as the ratio between the

number of states with energies falling in a given energy Interval and the

number of trials.

In Fig. 1 we present the results for system sizes ranging from 32

to 512 spins. In general the number of trials was taken between 2500 and

5000, although larger runs were done for some cases, and the number of

coupling samples was typically between 20 and 30.

The curves are characterized by a peak which becomes narrower as H

increases and simultaneously shifts towards smaller energies. It Is clear

that with a fixed number of trials the peaks will be in general well determined

but the tails become increasingly difficult to obtain for larger K. In

turn this implies that any other distribution peaked on energy values located

on the tails will also be extremely difficult to calculate by a simple steepest

descent algorithm. For Instance the numerical evaluation of Ji (B) , the

number of states with a given energy, is even for relatively small sizes

outside the reach of this method. The distribution was calculated analytically

(Bray and Moore 1980) and found to be peaked at E = -0.506. Looking at our

Fig. 1 we note that its numerical calculation is relatively easy for M=32 but

becomes much harder for TJ=6k. For 32 spins our number of trials Is also much

larger than the number of different states (about 250, although this is a

number which exhibits large fluctuations from sample to sample) and we think

most of the solutions have beer, found. We show our result for In < J/IE) >J/K

for a system of 32 spins in Fig. 2, together with the theoretical curve. The

point E m -O.672 according to Bray and. Moore (1980) indicates the pla.ee where

the TAP equation solutions become uncorrelated,

. -5-

We attempted to evaluate Jffjz) with our data for DP6U tut the

maximum appeared shifted to the right of the one for Ms32, what reveals

i-hat we are missing too many high energy states- When the number of trials

was doubled the peak moved, but enly slightly, t.r the left.

The generally Accepted value of the ground atate energy (E • -0.':''•'.<

In the thermodynamic limit) is also located on the tail of the attraction

basin curve and also here a simple gradient method would fall.

3. THE CLUSTER STRUCTURE OF LOCAIXY STABLE STATES

We now turn to the study of a different property of th- •••••nlly stable

states. Given a set of !• of them we shall look for a part it! OH of the H

spins into clusters, common to all the states In the set, and we shall evaluate

their number and size.

Once the set of I states has been selected the structure we are

Interested In is defined as follows:

pair of sites for all the states,l) consider the products (V a ' of

^ 0

2) look for those pairs such that the product o., 9 Is the same for all

the states in the set j

3) notice that if t M a property is true for the pairs (i,j) and (k,j) then

It Is also true for (i,k). As a consequence this property divides the

N sites into classes.

To characterize sites in the same cluster we define, for each pair of

states In the set:

s- * / r' (

cry
(3)

and take the product over all the pairs

c

this number Is one or zero according to whether the two sites belong

to the sajne cluster or not.

-6-



The- states hsve been selected from those which contributed to the

attraction basin of our Fig. 1, tat the choice of i of them was done in

different ways:

1) 1 consecutive different lowest energy states

2) a random choice of I different states

3) according to their attraction "basin, Taut including only different states.

The quantities we computed are the number of clusters as a function

of the number of states and for a fixed value of *• , the probability to find

a cluster of a given size. For comparison purposes we have also done the

same computations for arbitrary spin configurations chosen at random from

the vhole set of 2

In Figs.3 ve have represented the number of clusters N^ as a function

of I for three different system sizes. Since as Jt increases the clusters

become more numerous we have normalized it dividing by its asymptotic value.

Notice that the curves corresponding to the SK model are always below the one

obtained from arbitrary spin configurations, indicating a tendency of the

locally stable states to form clusters, even if chosen at random. However for

H small all of them have the same behaviour H *"* 2 1" 1, the number of clustera
c

Dresent for arbitrary spin configurations in the limit N >> I.

Although not apparent from Figs. 3, for t not too small there is a

simple relation between the case of arbitrary spin configurations and the SK

;iodel results. If we look at the values of !• for which both systems have

the same number of clustera we obtain the simple linear relation of Fig. Ua.

This allows us to define an effective number of states £ such that if taken

it. random from the 2 possible spin configurations yield the Dame number of

clusters a3 the SK model.

Thess lines have been obtained by using the lowest energy states we

found with the frradlent algorithm af'.er i fixed number of trials, clearly they

would ho.v; tinun ill f f<?rr.T.t if for instance, we had made a longer calculation;

for thin reason It r!n--:-> us;;, wake aenae to compare them in order to get the

dependence on ?j. However tV)» linear relation also holds for the? case of

SK state- "hn::on (it Punloi. Tn this case from Figs. 3 it is immediate to

obtain '.fe r̂ -ul t

-Y-

tJ~ 4)

(5)

where nt (N,JO and n tH,») refer to the number of clusters of a system of
SK R

H spins constructed from I states chosen at random from the EK model states

in the first case and from arbitrary spin configurations in the second. They

are normalized as was mentioned before.

"eff

Combining this result with the existence of a linear relation between

and fc we have

(6)

as can be seen in Fig, l*b.

We have also studied the number of clusters as a function of the

energy of the states included in the set. In this case we took I different

consecutive states with energies larger than a given EQ. As the value of E

is increased the states tend to be less correlated and the number of clusters

reaches values comparable to those found with SK model states chosen at random.

The results for H as a function of Efi are shown in Figs.5 i where we can

also see that there is a change in the slope at an energy close to that of

the peak of the attraction basin.

The other property of the clusters we have looked at is the probability

S'fKj) to find a cluster vith k spins. Again there is a quite different

behaviour between the two systems. In the case of arbitrary spin configurations

tyCt^) has, for small I, a peak located at N/21"1 and a rather small tail

(Fig. 6). On the other hand for the SK model there are many small clusters

but there la also a long tail. We give an example of this behaviour in

Fig. 7, where we show for W=>6>+ and J=S the corresponding distribution and

its tall.



u. THE CLUSTER HAMILTONTAW

"'•:•• cluster structure ve describe'-! In the prevlouD section suggests

that it • •--.& he interesting to consider a system where the clusters play the

I'ole oi • jin variables. Thiii has the advantage that ve can work with a

problem -:1th less degrees of freedom than the original one.

Picking up one state 1° J

we define

among those used to construct the clusters

(T)

where now u denotes the cluster and i one of Its n spins (i • 1,2.. n ).

v ' a

By construction all the other states of the set consist of spins

which, within a given cluster, are either all equal to E or all equal to

-e . Then If we define the cluster Hamiltonian

H = -
VJU.V

(8a)

where

'"•J
(8b)

the original set of 1 states maps into cluster configurations j o j .

Clearly, If the constant coming from the contributions of all pairs of spins

In the same cluster Is Included the energy calculated with the cluster

Pamiltonian coincides with the one obtained with the original spin glass

Hamiltonian.

This suggests a procedure to obtain states of lover energy of those

founi by the steepest descent algorithm. Because of the correlations present

In a set Of I consecutive states of low energy we fan hope that among the

locally stable solutions of the cluster Hasdltonlan there will Ue some with

energies even lower than those we have already found. If the states

-9-

ja { were transformed (by applying the steepest descent algorithm to the

cluster hamiltonianI to other states of lover energies these, once taken as

an input for the SK model, can only keep this energy sr decrease it. However

we made an exact ennumeration of cluster states for systems with 5 to 10

clusters and observed that the energy is not decreased, The procedure we

have outlined does not seem to be efficient to produce lower energy states

For reasons that we do not fully understand..
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig. 1

Pig. 2

Figs.3

Figs.lt

Figs.5

Fig. 6

The attraction "busln B "or flvs different system sizes:

x corresponds to N=32, the acts to ?I=61+, the triangle:; .,0

M=128 > + to Jl=25'1i and the open circles to 17=513.

The numloer of TAP equation solutions as a function of their

free energy The dots are our numerical results for 32 spins

and the curve was taken from Bray and Moore (198O), the broken

line starts at E e •= -0.672.

The number of clusters of a set of I states divided t>y its

sywptotlo value IJ. The cases a),b) and e) correspond to

32,64 and 128 splna respectively. The dots correspond to the

ease of t arbitrary spin configurations while the other curves

are for SK model states: x are the points calculated for states

chosen at random, + are those for states taken according to

their attraction 'basin and the triangles refer to the lowest

energy states that we found.

The effective number of arbitrary spin configurations as a

function of the number of SK model states. Figure a) is for

the case of I lowest energy states, the dots correspond

to 11=32 and the crosses to N=61t. In ID) the SK model states

were chosen at random, the dots denote the points for N=3£,

the triangles those for N=61| and the crosses are for 128 spins.

The number of clusters of a set of 1 consecutive states with

free energies larger than -EQ. Figures a) and b) refer to

systems of 6!+ and 128 spins respectively.

The probability of a cluster of k spins In a set of I

arbitrary spin configurations {H=6h).

a) The probability of a cluster of k spins for the

Sherrington-KIrkpatriek model, for N=6U and! =5.

Figure b) shows the long tail which appears in this ease.
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